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Private Area Key Principles
Storage of relevant Data
•

Accessibility

Easy and user-friendly web-based
access

Functionality

Continuous software enhancements
and developments

ED regularly collects documentation and data according to the ECB and
currently the EBA templates and taxonomies and provides tailor made
solutions upon request
The underlying assets could be:
a) Performing or Non-Performing Loans
b) ABS with residential mortgages, loans to small and medium
enterprises, auto loans, consumer loans or leases as underlying
assets
c) collateral for repo transactions

•

.

Security and Tracking
•

The Data Owner (DO) as reporting entity can create deals with a specific ED
Code and upload the data
The DO can alternatively assign a separate Data Provider (DP) to upload the
relevant information into Edwin
Once the deal is created, ED keeps a clear log of the uploads, downloads and
a full data back-up for future recovery
Additional reporting services are available upon request

•

Reliability

Robust software with ongoing support

•
•

Controlled Transmission
Integrity

Legal framework for accessing,
uploading and downloading
information

•
•
•
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The private area is designed to enable controlled transmission of the
information
Access to the relevant data is fully managed by the DO who is responsible for
authorising the access to Data Users (DU). The authorisation can be changed
at any time
The legal framework for the transmission and dissemination of the information
is governed by specific customer agreements
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EBA NPL Templates Published on 17 December 2017
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▪

The European Banking Authority (EBA) templates are aimed at
enhancing transparency and to allow banks to supply
comparable and standardised data on NPLs

▪

The templates have been developed to meet the need of
investors and other market participants

▪

They are designed in a way that they can act as a market
standard, used by banks on a voluntary basis for NPL
transactions

▪

The templates provide loan level data and are built on the
existing templates

▪

EBA also includes a stratified data subset for market screening
purposes providing a high level view
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ED Test Phase of the EBA NPL Templates for Resi and SME

▪

February 2018

Leveraging its existing infrastructure, European DataWarehouse (ED)
has implemented a technical solution for:
✓

Resi - Non-Performing Loan (NPL) portfolios

✓

SME/Corp - Non-Performing Loan (NPL) portfolios

▪

ED intends to collect test files for residential mortgages and SME
loans starting from February and welcomes banks and servicers to
participate in a testing phase to familiarise with the EBA NPL
templates

▪

In the following slides we describe the process for the testing phase
which will last until the end of June 2018
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Timeline – NPL Implementation and Testing
NPL Technical Implementation
NPL internal testing
NPL external testing

Dec 17:

Jan 15:

Jan 29:

Mid-Feb:

Jun 29:

Publication of
the EBA NPL
templates on
the EBA
website

NPL solution
available in
EDitor UAT*
environment for
internal testing

End of ED
NPL internal
testing

NPL available
in EDitor UAT
for external
testing

End of external
testing

* UAT means User Acceptance Test
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EDitor
2.

3.

1.

After logging in, click on Create Deal

The Deal Creation Page is displayed

Log into EDitor using the ED
credentials
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EDitor - Deal Creation Page – Key Information
1.

Fill in the form with the
relevant deal information

2.
▪

3.

By default NPL deals are set to private

Select the appropriate
NPL asset class

Select which user(s) and organisation(s) can see the deal
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EDitor – Loan Level Data Upload
▪

After the deal has been created, you can search the new transaction under My Deals:

To upload a Loan Level Data (LLD) file, you have two options:

Option 1:

Option 2:

1)

2) By clicking directly on the Deal‘s name

Click on View LLD Upload Result from the My Deals
page

▪ By going inside the Deal‘s page, click on Upload LLD
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▪ As a final step, select your LLD file and your
signature file:
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EDitor – Overview Page
Once the LLD file has been validated and successfully uploaded, quick deal statistics will be displayed in the Overview Page:
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EDitor – Results Page
 Under the Results Page, you will find EBA‘s validation rule results:

To see the underlying assets impacted by the rule, click on the download button

If everything is correct, you can go back to Overview and click on Publish to publish your LLD file:
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NPL Test Procedure
• During the external testing phase each institution is to indicate the point person(s) by providing the email address
and contact details to enquiries@eurodw.eu
• ED will register each single person to access the EDitor User Acceptance Test (UAT) environment and provide a
link for the login together with the credentials
• The specific person(s) can create a new NPL Resi and/or SME/Corp portfolio in EDitor UAT (please note that no
invoice will be issued)
• The acceptable format of the NPL LLD test files is CSV
• Follow the deal Upload process and then Publish in the EDitor UAT
• ED welcomes your feedback. For any input during the NPL testing phase please contact enquiries@eurodw.eu
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Contact Details

Corporate Address:
European DataWarehouse GmbH
Walther-von-Cronberg Platz 2
60594 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
European Transparency Register ID Number: 781559916266-15

+49 (0) 69 50986 9326
enquiries@eurodw.eu
www.eurodw.eu
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Disclaimer
This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by European DataWarehouse GmbH (the
“Company”) and is being made available for information purposes only.
The Presentation is strictly confidential and any disclosure, use, copying and circulation of this
Presentation is prohibited without the consent from the Company.
Information in this Presentation, including forecast financial information, should not be considered as
advice or a recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation to holding, purchasing or
selling securities or other financial products or instruments and does not take into account your
particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. No representation, warranty or
undertaking, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of the
information and opinions contained in this Presentation.
Under no circumstances shall the Company have any liability for any loss or damage that may arise
from the use of this Presentation or the information or opinions contained herein.
Certain of the information contained herein may include forward-looking statements relating to the
business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates.
Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not
historical facts, sometimes identified by the words “believes”, expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “projects”,
“plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, “may”, “will”, “should” and similar
expression.
The forward-looking looking statements, contained in this Presentation, including assumptions, opinions
and views of the Company or cited from third party sources are solely opinions and forecasts which are
uncertain and subject to risks.
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